THE ASTRONOMY MINOR

Prerequisites:

___ Mathematics 3 and 8

________________________ Term taken
________________________ Term taken

___ Physics 13 and 14 [or 3 and 4, or 15 and 16 (if advanced placement)]

________________________ Term taken
________________________ Term taken

Requirements:

___ Astronomy 15 Term taken

___ Three additional courses, Astronomy 25, 61, and 81. Any physics course numbered 20 or above may be substituted for one of these.

Note that Astronomy 25 has Physics 14 as prerequisite.

________________________ Term taken
________________________ Term taken
________________________ Term taken

Compiled by the Dean of the College Office in conjunction with the Department of Physics and Astronomy (it is important to confirm all information with the ORC and/or your major department as those are the official resources relative to major requirements.)